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Laser Focus: Defense Modernization Priorities + DMCSP
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Topics Include:
• Threat situational awareness training
• How to access College student interns and faculty externs for your innovation
or production.
• How to access California Employment Training Panel (ETP) dollars to upskill
your workers in cybersecurity and to support your innovation and
competitiveness.
• Key Topics:
Cybersecurity
Continuous Improvement
Advanced Technologies
• Smart Manufacturing training programs
• Workforce and education subsidies
• Technical and engineering assistance to help convert existing electronic
product designs to flexible ones or to develop entirely new printed flexible
electronics.
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Cyber Physical Security & Operations Security
Chris Buthe
California Manufacturing Technology Consulting (CMTC)
Manager, Cyber Physical Security and Defense Services
National Institute of Standards and Technology,
Manufacturing Extension Partnership (NIST MEP):

California Advanced Defense Ecosystems & National Consortia Effort
CMTC is part of NIST’s national network of Manufacturing Extension Partnerships
across our nation. CMTC assists California’s defense firms in Cybersecurity and
Operations Security training, in conjunction our Department of Defense partners,
CADENCE partners, and the National Institute of Standards & Technology (NIST)
Cybersecurity programs.
Today, our country’s adversaries are armed and determined to undermine our
nation’s competitive advantage and technologies. Only by combining efforts can we
detect attacks and protect our critical suppliers and technologies.
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California Advanced Defense Ecosystems & National Consortia Effort
CMTC pulls together Cyber Physical Security and Operations Security from Federal
and DoD agencies into training that is relevant to Defense suppliers.
Our CMTC CADENCE objective is to help prepare Defense suppliers for multidimensional advanced persistent threats including insider threat, adversarial capital,
supply chain, espionage, nation-state threats. Our goal is to provide Threat
Situational Awareness training combined with DFARS Cyber Security compliance
training to California defense suppliers and other state organizations.
For example, U.S. Defense suppliers with unclassified areas in
Microelectronics and Space are high value targets for China and Russia.
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Talent Acquisition and Upskilling with the CA
Community Colleges
Jose Anaya
Dean, Community Advancement
El Camino College

California Advanced Defense Ecosystems & National Consortia Effort

• El Camino College Business Training Center is part of the UpSkill
California network that leverages ETP funds and the world's largest
body of industry experts to deliver customized training to businesses
statewide.
• For CADENCE, we are helping defense suppliers adopt breakthrough
Smart Manufacturing technologies like 5G, AI, robotics, sensors and
data analytics that radically reduce bottlenecks throughout the supply
chain; and increase quality and lower costs that results in a more
resilient DoD manufacturer.
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Creating a resilient and innovative DoD manufacturing base is a top
priority in Defense Modernization.
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Assistance DoD manufacturers to upskill their workforce to adopt Smart
Manufacturing technologies that make them more resilient, innovative
and competitive.
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Internships/Externships for Dual Use
Innovation
Charles Eason
Director, Business & Entrepreneurship
California Community Colleges

Organization Background

▪ 117 Community Colleges Across California
▪ 2 million students
▪ Workforce and Economic Development Division
• 10 Industry Sectors
➢ Advanced Manufacturing
➢ Advanced Transportation and Renewables
➢ Agriculture, Water, & Environmental Technologies
➢ Energy, Construction, & Utilities
➢ Global Trade & Logistics
➢ Health
➢ ICT/Digital Media
➢ Life Sciences/Biotech
➢ Retail/Hospitality/Tourism
➢ Business and Entrepreneurship
▪ $240 Million per year in Strong Workforce Funding
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Access to a workforce pipeline is critical for Defense Industrial Base
This project will place student interns and faculty externs with DoD SBIR Phase I, II, III
companies to assist them with commercializing dual-use innovations while providing
experiential learning opportunities for students.

Objectives & Key Deliverables
Place student interns and faculty externs at DoD SBIR/STTR companies

Objectives
▪ Provide experiential learning
opportunities for California
Community College students
through student internships at
California DoD SBIR/STTR Phase
I, Phase II, Phase III firms.
▪ Build a pipeline of workforce talent
for California DoD SBIR/STTR
Phase I, Phase II, Phase III firms.

Deliverables
▪ 10 colleges participating in the
student internship/faculty externship
▪ 10 Business and Entrepreneurship
Sector Faculty Externs/Coaches
▪ One-day faculty coach training
▪ Monthly community of practice
meetings with faculty coaches.
▪ 20 Student Interns placed with CA
DoD SBIR Phase I,II,III firms
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CADENCE Project 10 Success Story

Saraniasat - Rapid development of technologies that address the ability to monitor or forecast
terrestrial weather with the objective of providing improved global weather data and products.
SaraniaSat team’s CLOUD6 6U CubeSat fully-integrated solution focusing on Cloud
Characterization and Theater Weather Imagery. From a nominal 625km orbit height, CLOUD 6 will
acquire an unprecedented 20 bands of visible and long wave infrared (LWIR) imagery using a novel
approach for a nearly 1 second acquisition time for each of the 15 LWIR bands.

Leverage California’s ETP Funding to Upskill
Your Incumbent Workforce
Robert Meyer
Director, Economic Development
California Employment Training Panel (ETP)

California Advanced Defense Ecosystems & National Consortia Effort

ETP is a business and labor supported state agency that provides funding
reimbursement for employer customized, job skills training. ETP helps
to ensure that California businesses will have the skilled workers they
need to remain competitive.

$1.8B for over 94,000 Employers and
over 1.45M California Workers
Under CADENCE, ETP will invest in training of California
manufacturing workers in or aligned with CADENCE identified DOD
supply chains in key technologies such as microelectronics, 5G, smart
manufacturing, and commercial space.
Citation: ETP2020/21 Annual Report Data
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California Advanced Defense Ecosystems & National Consortia Effort

ETP is using a performance-based contract funding to reimburse
eligible defense contractors and CADENCE programs for job skills
training costs.

2,048 employers served are small
$35.8M awarded and 16,868 workers trained (72%
of all employers)
ETP will also provides technical assistance and event sponsorship in
collaboration with existing and new manufacturing partnerships,
education institutions, economic and workforce partnerships, and
industry leaders.
Citation: ETP2020/21 Annual Report Data
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Practical to Tactical: Industry Solutions to DoD
and Infrastructure-Championed Challenges
Pat Sullivan
Emeritus Founding Advisor, Cyber Center of Excellence (CCOE)
Immediate Past Executive Director, NAVWAR

Organization Background
• CCOE is a San Diego-based nonprofit
that mobilizes businesses, academia and
government to grow the regional cyber
economy and create a more secure
digital community for all.
• Our programs are tailored to grow the
regional cyber economy by:
o Increasing regional cyber resiliency
o Seeding and diversifying the talent
pipeline
o Driving collaborative cyber
innovation
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CADENCE Project Overview
As part of CADENCE, CCOE is forming a consortium to develop a
framework for DoD to define needs and challenges and for academia and the
private sector to collaborate on solutions at both the classified and unclassified
levels in order to help advance readiness and resiliency in key technologies
including cybersecurity, 5G, and Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
(AI/ML).
This project includes the convening of industry, academic, and government
teams around specific DoD modernization priorities and critical infrastructure
security and report-outs on collaborative solutions. This project also includes
consortium strategic planning for the Cyber Lab project to strengthen the
national security innovation base within the next five years.
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Objectives & Key Deliverables
▪ Develop Cyber Lab to strengthen the national security innovation base
and advance readiness and resiliency in cyber, 5G, and AI.

Objectives
▪

▪

Secure industry, academic, and
government partners; identify
challenges and opportunities; and plan,
design and funding strategies for a San
Diego Regional Cyber Lab that will
serve as a template to mobilized other
regions.
Create technical programs and expand
on workforce development efforts
established through previously
DoD/OEA funded efforts to support
the national security innovation and
manufacturing base.

Deliverables
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

20 consortium commitments
representing industry, academia, and
government.
3 technical challenges and reports on
specific DoD modernization priorities.
3 seminars/workshops with 150
organizations represented.
300 attendees at talent pipeline events.
Economic Impact Study.
Detailed Cyber Lab plan.
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Q&A
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Closing Remarks
How can you take advantage of these resources?
What are next steps to get involved?
VISIT OUR BOOTH - #1122

2

CONTACT
CADENCE - https://www.opr.ca.gov/planning/land-use/militaryaffairs/cadence.html
CASCADE - https://opr.ca.gov/economic-development/cascade.html
Non CA parties - https://oldcc.gov/defense-manufacturing-community-supportprogram

